DESCRIPTION
A range of ready to use skid mounted, horizontal impact crushers, designed for rapid installation in stationary and mobile crushing plants. The crushers can be used in primary or secondary hard rock crushing applications of mixed demolition debris, crushed or broken concrete, asphalt, river pebbles and blasted rocks.

MAIN FEATURES
- High performance output
- Maximum feed size up to 350mm
- Electric motor or diesel driven
- Heavy duty skid frame or trailer mounted options
- Hydraulic opening of crusher housing
- Easy to maintain
FEATURES

**BRO605**
- Up to 30tph capacity
- Feed size for soft rock up to 350mm; and for hard rock up to 150mm
- Heavy duty fixed hammer rotor
- Three high chrome blowbars/hammers
- Hardox 400 liners and impact plates
- Rotor speed between 650 – 960rpm
- 30kW electric motor, pulleys and v-belts
- Heavy duty skid frame
- Maintenance deck
- Handrails, safety guard and cat ladder
- Split and hinged upper housing
- Hydraulic opening of crusher housing
- Easy maintenance
- Feed chute with rubber curtains
- Machine operating weight 2900kg

**TMO605**
- Up to 30tph capacity
- Feed size for soft rock up to 350mm; and for hard rock up to 150mm
- Heavy duty fixed hammer rotor
- Three high chrome blowbars/hammers
- Hardox 400 liners and impact plates
- Rotor speed between 650 – 960rpm
- Caterpillar C2.2 Diesel engine
- Manually operated 7” PTO clutch
- Mounted on two heavy duty axles with 11.00 x 15” tyres
- Front drawbar mounted to slew ring for towing
- Maintenance deck
- Handrails, safety guard and cat ladder
- Split and hinged upper housing
- Hydraulic opening of crusher housing
- Easy maintenance
- Machine operating weight 3300kg

Optional Extra:
- PTO driven hydraulic power pack for optional conveyor

WORKING DIMENSIONS

**BRO605**

**TMO605**